been on the receiving end of shots discharged from hunters’ shotguns. Residents of these homes
have been threatened by hunters, and there have been documented infractions such as illegal
hunting out of bounds, trespassing on private property, trash dumping, disturbing of native trees and
environment, human waste deposited, illegal hunting blinds constructed as permanent structures,
and drug paraphernalia dumped. These and many other infractions have been documented by a
local group of residents called the Big River Safety Committee (BRSC) through photographs,
videos, calls to the Deschutes Co. Sheriff and deputies. Ballistics and graphs of distances covered
by varying projectiles have been studied, which have determined that today’s
bullets and
cartridge/ shots are propelled much further than the standard 150 yds. stated as the minimum
distance one must be from a residence to discharge a shotgun. Rifles can propel lead bullets often
between 1 - 3 miles, shotgun lead pellets can propel from 500 - 2500 ft., and shotgun slugs can
propel from 3500 - 5000 ft.
Looking at the map of the hunting boundaries for LaPine S.P., which includes the northern
aspect of the park it unfortunately includes significant portions of very popular hiking/snowshoeing/
cross-country skiing/biking loop trails going to Fall River Falls, with multiple interconnecting trails to
this outer loop trail. Also noted is that portions of the Fall River Falls loop trail border not only Fall
River but the Deschutes River and are easily within 1/4 -½ mile where waterfowl hunters could be
shooting along either river.
It is indefensible for the state parks dept. to allow rifle and shotgun hunting within this S.P.
unless OPRD wants to assume full responsibility for all injuries or fatalities occurring from these
activities. The closeness of human activities and residences nearby, and the abundance of
alternative hunting areas within our Upper Deschutes River National Forest where hunting is
allowed already, negates any reason for allowing hunting within this S.P.
(3) Media coverage (KOHD TV news) about the clarification of hunting boundaries in LaPine S.P.
filmed an Interview with an OPRD agent. He stated that the campsites are 1 mile away from the
hunting boundaries to north. But the ballistics charts published by the BRSC in their submission of
negative effects of hunting boundaries near residences and recreationists, and submitted as part of
their public record in response to the Dingell Act requirements, demonstrate that even these
campsites might not be at a safe enough distance from the discharge of a rifle with a range of
bullets projected 1-3 miles based on our local altitude. Visitors camping at the S.P. will most likely
also hike more than a mile from their campsite and be unaware that hunting is allowed here during
ODFW’s big game hunting seasons with rifles or bows and arrows.
(4) Signage is often ignored by hunters who have used the 2 hunting corridors along the Upper
Deschutes River. The interview with the OPRD agent indicated that upgraded signage would be
posted at the entrances to the S.P. Having read the BRSC public report on the waterfowl hunting
zones infractions and personally witnessing defaced signs, I can only deduce that the hunting
boundary signs will be ignored here also.
In summary, I reject any hunting within the LaPine S.P. over public safety concerns. I think that any
economic benefits generated by allowing hunting would be far outweighed by the negative impacts
to the public in regards to safety issues and by any lawsuit claims and resulting compensation from
OPRD due to injury or death related to accidental shooting cases. Under OPRDs statement
clarifying hunting boundaries, “ access to hunt on OPRD lands is provided in state parks where
public safety is LOW RISK”, I absolutely do not believe that with my above listed concerns, that
LaPine S.P. is anywhere near a LOW RISK area.
Respectfully submitted,
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Dwane K. Williams
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